GoldRiver Orchards
Grades & Standards Schedule
Shelling Stock Schedule

Color -

All lots received as Shelling Stock will be assigned a payment class based on their
overall color. The five classes are as follows, listed from highest value to lowest:
Chandler Light
Domestic Light
Combination Grade
Low Yield Combination Grade
Culls / Offgrade

The great majority of GoldRiver deliveries typically fall into one of the top three payment classes.
Color is normally influenced by such factors as variety, cultural practices, and in-season weather.
Specific information regarding minimum percentages of light, light amber, amber, etc. that a lot
must achieve in order to obtain a specific color payment class will be gladly shared upon request.
Edible Yield -

All lots received into Shelling Stock will be paid based on its edible yield
percentage multiplied by its color payment class multiple. The higher the yield,
the higher the resulting payment.

Serious Defects -

0-1%
2-5%
6%
7%
8%
9%
10%

Bonus $.02
No deduction
Deduct $.02
Deduct $.04
Deduct $.06
Deduct $.08
Deduct $.10

Note:
Serious Defects include Mold, Rancidity, Insect Damage, Shrivel (counted as one-half of all other
defects), and Moisture Damage.
Foreign Material -

Lots received which contain excessively high levels of rocks, sticks, or
other foreign material will receive a foreign material handling charge of
$250.

Small Lot Deduction - Growers delivering less than 10,000 lbs. in aggregate during any one
season will be assessed a 5¢/lb. small lot handling fee.
Right of Refusal –
GoldRiver Orchards reserves the right to reject any load which is deemed to have excessive
defect levels, excessive live insect infestation, excessive moisture, or other perceived defect.
Grower will be notified immediately.
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GoldRiver Orchards
Grades & Standards Schedule
Schedule of Inshell Class, Payment Adjustments
Size Jumbo 94% & Above
90-93%
85-89%
76-84%
70-75%
64-69%
59-63%
50-58%
<50%

Add $.05
Add $.04
Add $.03
Base price
Deduct $.04
Deduct $.06
Deduct $.08
Deduct $.10
Shelling Stock

Babies -

0-10%
11-15%
16-20%
21-25%

No deduction
Deduct $.04
Deduct $.06
Deduct $.08

Broken/Cracks -

0-5%
6-10%
11-15%
16-20%

No deduction
Deduct $.03
Deduct $.04
Deduct $.05

Shrivel -

0-10%
11-15%
16-20%
21-25%

No deduction
Deduct $.04
Deduct $.06
Deduct $.08

Mold, Insect, Rancid -

0-5%
6%
7%
8%
9%
10%

No deduction
Deduct $.02
Deduct $.03
Deduct $.04
Deduct $.05
Deduct $.06 (Above 10%--Shelling Stock)

External Defects -

0-5% No Deduction
6-10% Deduct $.02
11-15% Deduct $.03
16-20% Deduct $.04
Above 20%
Shelling Stock

Mixed Varieties -

Any inshell lot which contains more than 10% of a variety
different than the inshell variety will be placed in the shelling
pool and will receive a shelling stock payment.

Foreign Material -

Lots received which contain excessively high levels of rocks, sticks, or
other foreign material will receive a foreign material handling charge of
$250.

Small Lot Deduction - Growers delivering less than 10,000 lbs. in aggregate during any one
season will be assessed a 5¢/lb. small lot handling fee.

Right of Refusal GoldRiver Orchards reserves the right to reject any load which is deemed to have excessive
defect levels, excessive live insect infestation, excessive moisture, or other perceived defect.
Grower will be notified immediately.
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